----------------------CREATES SOLID
SUBSURFACE
FOR PITCHER’S
MOUND AND
BATTER’S BOX
----------------------DURABLE
AND REMAINS
FIRMLY INTACT
----------------------PACKAGED IN
WEATHER
RESISTANT
POLY BAG
---------------------A WINNING PRODUCT

Pro Mound is the
choice of the Miami
Marlins for their new
stadium that opens
spring 2012.

No baseball field is complete
without properly installed batter’s
boxes and pitcher’s mound. Pro
Mound alleviates common wear
problems created by hitters and
pitchers. This unique blue gumbo
packing clay is used to form a solid
subsurface when building these
areas, allowing players to "dig in"
and establish footing without
leaving large holes. It is highly
durable, helps reduce maintenance,
and gives players more solid footing
season after season. Preferred by
groundskeepers and coaches at all
level of the game, Pro Mound is a
valuable addition to every field.

Pro’s Choice Pro Mound provides an excellent subsurface for a
pitchers’ mound and batter’s box. Easy to install and lasts season
after season, Pro Mound can add drastic improvements to every
field from the rec leagues to the pros.

To Apply to Infields:

1.

Step 1: Remove the top 4-6 inches of infield.
Step 2: Lightly water and allow to soak in.
Step 3: Apply 1” Pro Mound and tamp to compact.
Repeat steps 2-3 to within 1/2” of finished grade.

2.

3.

4.

Step 4: Cover with infield mix, tamp and finish with
Pro’s Choice infield conditioner.

Long-Term Benefits and Maintenance:
Once Pro Mound is properly installed, it is
there for the life of your field. Minimal
maintenance will then be required on the
substructure of your pitchers’ mound and
batter’s boxes. Sweep out divots made in the
Pro Mound and use a rake to level off high
spots. Moisten the area to be repaired. Fill
the divots with Pro Mound and tamp firmly.
Finally, cover with infield soil and tamp
again.

For more information on
other Pro’s Choice sports
field products, call your
local distributor.
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